A reliable, affordable source of practical information.

Whether you’re doing research as an educational administrator, attorney, or student—or you are a professor selecting high-quality and affordable textbooks—help yourself succeed by choosing education law publications from ELA’s bookstore.

Most books and monographs may be ordered in both print and ebook formats. We now use Amazon as our ebook vendor, so no member discounts apply. All ebooks must be ordered online.

ELA members receive a 35% discount on most publications, and qualifying bookstores a 15% discount from retail pricing.

Effective December 2018

Contact the Education Law Association in Cleveland, Ohio at www.educationlaw.org • Phone 216-523-7377 • Fax 216-687-6881
Social Media, Public Schools, and the Law
R. Stewart Mayers
ELA Members: $19.49 Retail: $29.99
Explores the slowly growing body of case law that governs K-12 student and employee usage of social media, as well as the options available to school officials charged with handling the thorny issues often associated with this technology. Topics include social media devices and programs, cyberbullying, legal issues, and more. The monograph also provides guidelines for formulating, introducing, and monitoring social media policies. No. 94 in ELA’s K-12 Series.

Sexual Harassment and Bullying: Similar, but Not the Same
Ellery “Rick” Miller and Eric “Rick” Mondschein
ELA Members: $25.99 Retail: $39.99
The monograph discusses current legal developments concerning sexual harassment and bullying K-12. It examines strategies for developing and implementing policies and training to help create a safe, secure educational environment that is conducive to learning. No. 93 in ELA’s K-12 Series.

Instructors may wish to order the accompanying teaching supplement, offering detailed guidance from the authors on effective training of personnel.
ELA Members: $12.99 Retail: $19.99

Steve Permuth, Ralph Mawdsley, Susan Silver, editors
ELA Members: $32.49 Retail: $49.99
This publication is designed for those who are interested in researching legal issues concerning education. Its purpose is to introduce a variety of complementary methods that can help researchers add greater depth, breadth, and insight to their efforts. Both print and online research tools are covered extensively. No. 92 in ELA’s K-12 Series.

R. Craig Wood, David Thompson, John Dayton, and Christine Kiracofe
ELA Members: $25.99 Retail: $39.99
Each state legislature has created a system of state and local moneys for financing of public elementary and secondary education. This book examines the history of education finance methodologies and adjudications, and reviews several strategies currently in place in constitutional challenges to funding education. No. 91 in ELA’s K-12 Series.

A Documentation System for Teacher Improvement or Termination, 7th Edition
Kelly Frels, Janet Horton, Lisa McBride, and Ilya Feldsherov
ELA Members: $22.74 Retail: $34.99
Buy this book AND The Law of Teacher Evaluation, by Lawrence Rossow and Laural Logan-Fain (retail price $44.99) —
ELA Members: $44.19 Retail: $67.99
Practical guide of legal considerations in school employee evaluation covers the documentation system, evaluates termination options, and includes sample letters and memorandums. No. 89 in ELA’s K-12 Series.

Procedural Requirements for Disciplining Students with Disabilities
Allan G. Osborne, Jr. and Charles J. Russo
ELA Members: $22.74 Retail: $34.99
Written by a retired school administrator and a school law professor with a law degree, this monograph touches on the practical aspects of following the IDEA’s mandates, as well as the legal requirements. No. 88 in ELA’s K-12 Series.

Search and Seizure in the Public Schools, 4th Edition
Lawrence Rossow and Jacqueline Stefkovich
ELA Members: $29.24 Retail: $44.99
This monograph explains Supreme Court standards and unresolved Fourth Amendment issues, and suggests practical ways of applying the law to school situations. No. 87 in ELA’s K-12 Series.

The Law of Teacher Evaluation, 3rd Edition
Lawrence Rossow and Laural Logan-Fain
ELA Members: $29.24 Retail: $44.99
Covers all legal aspects of the evaluation of teachers: what can legally be evaluated, how the evaluation can become the evidence for a termination, and how to either avoid or win lawsuits involving alleged wrongful teacher dismissals. No. 86 in ELA’s K-12 Series.

The Principal’s Legal Handbook, 5th Edition
M. Gooden, S. Eckes, J. Mead, L. McNeal, M. Torres, editors
ELA Members: $45.49 Retail: $69.99
Information and recommendations for practice in four areas: Students and the Law, Special Education and the Law, Teachers and the Law, and Schools and the Law. No. 85 in ELA’s K-12 Series.

Legal Problems of Religious & Private Schools, 6th Edition
Ralph D. Mawdsley
ELA Members: $42.24 Retail: $64.99
This book updates legal issues facing religious and private organizations. Leaders in these organizations will find helpful information for taking preventive measures to keep their schools out of court. No. 84 in ELA’s K-12 Series.

The Law of Student Expulsions and Suspensions, 3rd Edition
Lawrence Rossow and Kathrine Guttierrez
ELA Members: $22.74 Retail: $34.99
Outlines, describes, and interprets the law of student expulsion and suspension as it is known today in elementary and secondary public school settings involving regular education students. No. 83 in ELA’s K-12 Series.

ELA members save 35% on print books and select electronic media, with discounted or free event admission

ELA publications and events offer outstanding content and great value

- Authors and editors bring experience in every aspect of education law to our publications, with the commitment to help promote legal literacy.
- Our newer publications feature useful study and discussion questions or recommendations for practice that lead to a better understanding of the practical aspects of the material.
- Because ELA is a nonprofit organization, the prices of our publications are far lower than those of comparable textbooks — plus, members receive a 35% discount on print books.

A Guide to Special Education Law
Elizabeth Shaver & Janet Decker, editors
No. 97 in ELA’s K-12 Series
Softcover, 340 pages (2017)
ISBN: 978-1-56534-183-8
ELA Members: $32.49 Retail: $49.99

Qualified authors provide up-to-date information and guide readers through the complex maze of legal considerations affecting special education. Practical advice—including explanations of legislation, terminology, and the effects of legal cases—is offered in nontechnical language. In addition to chapters ranging from the basics of law, through specific applications, through a review of current issues, the book provides an appendix with edited presentations of fifteen important U.S. Supreme Court decisions on special education.

Religion and Law in Public Schools
Steve Permuth (Editor-in-Chief); Susan Silver, Ralph D. Mawdsley, Charles J. Russo (Editors); Dustin Robinson (Research Associate)
No. 95 in ELA’s K-12 Series, 568 pages (2017)
Softcover ISBN: 978-1-56534-175-3
(also available in hardcover)
ELA Members: $29.24 Retail: $44.99

An informative and dynamic series of articles, essays, and discussion questions from nearly thirty authors, concerning religion in public primary/secondary schools and universities. The text covers the background of religion’s influence in public schools in the United States, the development of legal precedent as courts have ruled on First Amendment religion clause cases, as well as historical, contemporary, and future issues facing educational administration, in three sections: History, Philosophy, and Trends; Educational Practices; and The Trump Administration – Looking Ahead. In this final section, authors expand upon their chapters and present their personal opinions, representing a variety of perspectives.

Case Studies in Higher Education: The Law and Administrative Decision Making
Susan G. Clark and Sandra C. Coyner, editors
Softcover 152 pages (2016)
ISBN: 978-1-56534-174-6
ELA Members: $32.49 Retail: $49.99

A great addition to any current text, this collection by multiple authors focuses on the functional areas of higher education administration. The book serves as an academic teaching tool and administrative reference, offering for each of six topical areas a theoretical overview, relevant legal implications, and a case study application.

Richard Fossey and Suzanne Eckes, editors
ELA Members: $51.99 Retail: $79.99

This is an excellent resource for courses in higher education law, providing board members, administrators, faculty, and students with a basis for informed decision making that will reduce the risk of liability through a preventive-law approach. The latest edition—which contains a new chapter on religious colleges and universities—reflects trends in the law, details current case law on a particular subject, and provides guidance on institutional policy for both public and private higher education institutions. Instructors who use the book as a textbook may request a separate testing guide with answers, as well as a sample course syllabus.

Watch for these 2019 books and events

Students, Colleges, and Disability Law
Steve Thomas and Susan Clark
A Teacher’s Guide to School Law
Luke Stedrak
Contemporary Issues in Higher Education Law, 4th Edition
Richard Fossey, Chief Editor

Seminars, Webinars, Annual Conference Registration

2019 ELA Annual Conference
November 13-16
Norfolk Waterside Marriott
Norfolk, Virginia

Education Law Association cosponsors live seminars in various parts of the U.S. and conducts webinars throughout the year. Members receive substantial discounts on admission to seminars, plus FREE admission to webinars.

The 2019 ELA Annual Conference will be Nov. 13-16, in Norfolk, Virginia. Registration generally opens in April.

Information on all scheduled events is posted on our website. Online payment for events is through the ELA Bookstore.

Contact the Education Law Association in Cleveland, Ohio at www.educationlaw.org • Phone 216-523-7377 • Fax 216-687-6881
ELA Publications Listing (effective December 2018)

**Titles and Member Discount (Print) / Retail Unit Prices**
- The Yearbook of Education Law 2018 ($48.74 / $74.99)
- Legal Issues of Faith-based & Other Nonpublic Schools, 7th Ed. ($48.74 / $74.99)
- Administrators’ Guide to Employment Law and Personnel Management in Schools ($29.24 / $44.99)
- The Yearbook of Education Law 2017 ($48.74 / $74.99)
- A Guide to Special Education Law ($32.49 / $49.99)
- The Principal’s Legal Handbook, 6th Ed. ($55.24 / $84.99)
- Religion and Public Schools (softcover $29.24 / $44.99; hard $35.74 / $54.99)
- Case Studies in Higher Education: The Law and Administrative Decision Making ($32.49 / $49.99)
- Contemporary Issues in Higher Education Law, 3rd Ed. ($51.99 / $79.99)
  - Combination rate with Case Studies in Higher Education and Contemporary Issues in Higher Education Law ($64.99 / $99.99)
- Sexual Harassment and Bullying: Similar, but Not the Same ($25.99 / $39.99)
- Social Media, Public Schools, and the Law ($19.49 / $29.99)
- Research Methods for Studying Legal Issues in Education, 2nd Ed. ($32.49 / $49.99)
- A Documentation System for Teacher Improvement or Termination, 7th Ed. ($22.74 / $34.99)
  - Combination rate with The Law of Teacher Evaluation ($44.19 / $67.99)
- Procedural Requirements for Disciplining Students with Disabilities ($22.74 / $34.99)
- Search and Seizure in the Public Schools, 4th Ed. ($29.24 / $44.99)
- The Law of Teacher Evaluation, 3rd Edition ($29.24 / $44.99)
- Legal Problems of Religious & Private Schools, 6th Ed. ($42.24 / $64.99)
- The Law of Student Expulsions and Suspensions, 3rd Ed. ($22.74 / $34.99)

**Clearance Books – Available in Print Only**
- 2014 Supplement to A Digest of Supreme Court Decisions Affecting Education, 5th Edition ($9.74 / $14.99)
- A Digest of Supreme Court Decisions Affecting Education, 5th Ed. ($25.99 / $39.99)
  - Buy the combination above ($32.49 / $49.99)
- The Challenges to School Policing ($12.99 / $19.99)
- Response to Intervention (RtI): Implementation and Legal Issues ($9.74 / $14.99)
- Research Methods for Studying Legal Issues in Education ($12.99)
- Death Threats by Students: The Law and Its Implications ($9.99)

**Order eBooks Online (Amazon.com, credit card only):**
- The Principal’s Legal Handbook, Sections A, B, C, and D eBooks ($24.99 each)
- Electronic versions of print books at retail cost

**Note:** For ADA-accessible publications, unlocked pdfs of print books for conversion will be provided upon request with proof of purchase. Contact the ELA office.

**Shipping & Handling Charges (United States & Canada)**
- Subtotal up to $19.99, add $5.65
- Subtotal $20.00-$49.99, add $7.65
- Subtotal $50.00-$99.99, add $9.65
- Subtotal $100-$175.99, add $14.65
- Subtotal $176 and up, add $18.65

(Overseas Orders - Add 35% of Subtotal)
* Consignee/freight collect is subject to a handling charge

**Membership and Discount Explanation, Mailing Information**
Currently paid Education Law Association Professional, Retired, Student, and Teacher Members receive a 35% discount from retail pricing on print books, where applicable. Qualifying bookstores—with physical locations and approval by ELA—receive a 15% discount. Library subscriptions are not memberships; subscribers receive mailed ELA periodicals, but do not qualify for publication discounts. See shipping and handling charges at left. Individual customers’ books generally are mailed first class or priority mail, while bookstore orders are sent media mail. Faster delivery may be available. ELA does not use customers’ UPS or FedEx shipping accounts.